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up to speed on all the fun we’re having at our school on a weekly basis!
On the left, you’ll find which site is the focus of each page’s news!

CATERING GOODIES!
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One thing you can be sure of at the
Works is the cooking, and this week
was no exception. Spearheaded by
Mrs Clayton, students from both
Pinecones and Conkers classes
whipped up an assortment of flour
based goodies. Conkers, filled with
sweet tooths, chose tarts as their
focus (very much appreciated by
yours truly). Pinecones kept things
traditional, creating a plentiful
supply of superbly fluffy bread rolls.
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ROAD COLLISIONS

DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS!
Mrs Robinson, a self-proclaimed geek
and proud, graced Cedar with her
Dungeons and Dragons set. Bobby's
strategic prowess was in no way
wasted here, callously making short
work of Matthew's more 'go with the
flow' approach to the game. Upon
defeat, Matthew simply pointed at his
shirt with "Belgian lives Matter"
emblazoned across it.
Bobby simply replied... 'Nothing
personal mate".
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Finally, two police officers took the time to visit the site to spread awareness
concerning road collision fatalities and their investigative process within the
force. With Motor Mechanics being a vocational favourite at Meadowcroft, this
kind of key knowledge concerning the decision-making pitfalls people fall victim
to is paramount in keeping our young people safe when the time comes.
Thankfully, the presentation provided by both officers allowed pupils to walk
away with an increased awareness and perspective. Curtis certainly had a lot of
questions, some less conventional than others (as always).

